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US Government Expenditure from Founding



Some Questions to Consider I

The State

• what is the State and how does it 
function? 

• who controls it?

• why has it grown so much over 
the past 100 years? & 

• where is it heading now?

• is there an optimal size of the 
State & 

• can it be limited to just these 
powers?

[François Gérard, “Napoleon in his 
Coronation Robes” (1804)]



Some Questions to Consider II

The Ruling Class

• who has access to State power & what 
do they do with this power?

• what are the key power centres & 
who controls them?

• who benefits from this control (cui 
bono?) & what are these benefits?

• who pays for this?

• if the same group/s who benefit from 
State power persist over time, can we call 
them a “ruling class”?

• if the number of people who benefit 
from State power come to exceed the 
number who pay for it, how (in a 
democracy) can we ever return to a free 
society?

[Honoré Daumier, “The Army Hierarchy” (1860s)]



SOME CARICATURES OF 
THE STATE & 

THE RULING CLASS



[James Gillray, "The British 
Atlas, or John Bull 

supporting the Peace 
Establishment” (1816)]



The Three Orders in Ancien 
Régime France (1789) 

[Peasants, Nobility, Clergy]



The Third Estate as Atlas 
{Nobility, Third Estate, Clergy]



{The American International 
Workers of the World 

(IWW) poster from 1911]



{Poster for the film of Atlas 
Shrugged (2011) based upon 

the novel by Ayn Rand (1957)]



Source: John Wade, The Black Book: An Exposition of Abuses in Church and State, Courts of Law, Municipal 
Corporations, and Public Companies; with a Précis of the House of Commons, Past, present, and to come. A New 
Edition, greatly enlarged and corrected to the present time. By the Original Editor. With an Appendix (London: 
Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange, 1835), p. xxxiv.

Description:  John Bull (i.e. the British people) has been captured and tied down (like Gulliver in Jonathan 
Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (1726) by the Lilliputians, who in this case are figures representing the army, the 
church, members of parliament, and the judiciary. The Lilliputians taunt him and rifle his pockets to steal his 
money.

Image:  (Unknown artist), “John Bull as Gulliver” (1835)



(Unknown artist), “John Bull as Gulliver” (1835)



1. a sun with a face looking down on the events below
2. ordinary people looking on in horror
3. the military on horses carrying banners which say “Might makes 
Right” and “Cunning is Power”
4. a member of the church is pulling his tongue so he cannot talk 
or cry out
5. members of parliament (carrying a sword and sceptre) are 
eagerly standing by
6. livestock (pigs) are fleeing the scene

1

7. John Bull’s hat with his name in it
8 a lawyer and his assistant play the fife and drum to the tune of 
“The Whig March” with the words “loaves and fishes”
9. somebody is rifling through his pocket
10. two lawyers with symbols of their office threaten him
11. the verse below says “The people would be quiet if left alone, 
and if not there is a way to make them. There shall be no Reform 
so long as I hold a station in the government” (Duke of Wellington 
Nov. 1830).

2 3
4
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Things to Note



Plunder & Privilege in the Pre-
Democratic State (c. 1830)

[Dr. David M. Hart, 6 July 2012]

JOHN BULL/GULLIVER - THE BRITISH PEOPLE

COURTS & STATE BUREAUCRACY

THE ESTABLISHED CHURCH

SOVEREIGN

PARLIAMENT

MILITARY

HOUSE OF LORDS

Taxes Coercion

STATE PRIVILEGED BUSINESSES

POOR, INDIGENT



TERMINOLOGY (B)

PRODUCERS PLUNDERERS

Peaceful Production

Voluntary Exchange

The Productive Class

“Industriels” [Dunoyer] 

Industrial Society [Spencer]

The Exploited

The Plundered [Bastiat]

The Pillaged [J. Mill]

The Ruled

Net Tax Payers [Calhoun]

Tax Payers

“

Coercive Extraction

Taxes & Privileges

The Ruling Class

“Parasites”

Militant Society [Spencer] 

The Exploiters

The Plunderers

The Pillagers

The Rulers

Net Tax Receivers [Calhoun]

“Tax Eaters”

Budget Eating Class [Molinari]

THE RULING CLASS



SOME OBSERVATIONS 
ABOUT

PRODUCTION & PLUNDER



VOLUNTARY EXCHANGE, PLUNDER, & PRIVILEGE 
[Dr. David M. Hart, 5 July 2012]

PRODUCER/TRADER 1

[Mutual benefit due to different subjective valuation]
[Horizontal relationship: between moral & legal equals]

PRODUCER/TRADER 2

PURE VOLUNTARY EXCHANGE

Taxes Coercion



PRODUCER/TRADER

Coercive Extraction (Plunder)
[One-sided benefit to Plunderer (no benefit to Producer)]

[Vertical relationship: hierarchy of legal privilege]

PLUNDERER

PURE PLUNDER

Taxes Coercion

VOLUNTARY EXCHANGE, PLUNDER, & PRIVILEGE 
[Dr. David M. Hart, 5 July 2012]



PURE PRODUCER/TRADER 100

Coercive Extraction (Plunder)
[One-sided benefit to Plunderer (no benefit to Producer)]

[Vertical relationship: hierarchy of legal privilege]

PURE PLUNDERER 100

PARTIAL PLUNDER/ PARTIAL TRADE

Taxes Coercion

PART PLUNDERER 60
PART PRODUCER 40

PART PRODUCER 60
PART PLUNDERER 40

VOLUNTARY EXCHANGE, PLUNDER, & PRIVILEGE 
[Dr. David M. Hart, 5 July 2012]



PURE PRODUCER/TRADER 100

PURE PLUNDERER 100

NET TAX PAYERS VS. NET TAX RECEIVERS

PART PLUNDERER 60
PART PRODUCER 40

PART PRODUCER 60
PART PLUNDERER 40

All Exchanges partially Coercive
[All producers provide some benefit but also all partially benefit from some coercion]

VOLUNTARY EXCHANGE, PLUNDER, & PRIVILEGE 
[Dr. David M. Hart, 5 July 2012]

NET TAX PAYERS
[Receive more from voluntary exchanges

 than receive in taxes/privileges

NET TAX RECEIVERS
[Receive more in taxes/privileges

 than receive from voluntary exchanges



SOME OBSERVATIONS 
ABOUT

THE STATE



WHAT DOES MONTY 
PYTHON HAVE TO SAY 
ABOUT THE ORIGIN OF 

THE STATE?



“The Constitutional Peasants” scene from Terry Gilliam & Terry 
Jones,  Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975) - 3 mins 10



“The Constitutional Peasants” from Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975)



“The Constitutional Peasants” from Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975)



Some Key Features of the State

1. the State has a monopoly of the use of force

2. the State claims it has the sole legitimacy to 
exercise this force

3. the State claims a monopoly in key sectors of the 
economy

4. the State claims that different standard of 
morality applies to its actions

5. the State needs obedient & compliant 
taxpayers & citizens who will “Obey & Pay”

6. the State has an historical tendency to expand 
its powers



Spectrum of State Power

MINARCHIST STATE:
defence, police, limited 
number of other public 
goods (aspects of 
19thC UK, France)

LIBERTYPOWER

Voluntary “State”Minarchist StateMercantilismWelfare/Warfare StateFascismCommunism

ULTRA-MINARCHIST 
STATE:
defence, police, with 
considerable private 
activity in security 
services (?)

FULLY VOLUNTARIST  
“STATE”:
all state activities 
deregulated, 
privatised, or abolished 
(???)

WELFARE STATE:
state provision of 
health, welfare, 
education; significant 
regulation of economy 
(Western Europe)

WELFARE/WARFARE 
STATE:
significant state 
intervention in health, 
education, welfare; 
significant regulation of 
economy; Military-
Industrial Complex; 
war & empire (USA)

FASCISM/NAZISM
state directed private 
industry; adulation of 
leader; war & conquest 
(Italy. Germany 
1930s-40s

COMMUNISM:
fully planned economy; 
state controlled 
society; rule by single 
Party (Stalinism, Pol 
Pot, China)

MERCANTILISM:
protection & subsidies 
for domestic industry; 
controls on exports; 
colonies with 
monopoly access to 
metropole; navy & 
empire (France & UK 
18thC)

[18-19thC]

[20th-21stC]

[20th C]



Functions of the Classical Liberal State

FULLY PRIVATISED  “STATE”:
private production of security

H. Spencer
Gustave de Molinari 1
Murray Rothbard

J.B. Say
Frédéric Bastiat
G. de Molinari 2

L. Mises,
A. Rand
R. Nozick

A. Smith
J.S. Mill
F.A. Hayek

MINARCHIST STATE:
defence, police, no 
other public goods

CLASSICAL LIBERAL STATE:
defence, police, public goods 
(broadly defined)

ULTR-MINARCHIST OR 
“NIGHT-WATCHMAN” STATE:
defence, police, with 
considerable private activity in 
security



US Government Expenditure from Founding



Swedish Government Expenditure from mid-19thC



Australian Government Expenditure in 20thC

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

State

Federal

Total

1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 19201900



Size of Government (OECD 2007)



US Government Expenditure during the 20thC



Robert Higgs, “The Ratchet Effect”





SOME OBSERVATIONS 
ABOUT

THE RULING CLASS



Some Key Features of the Ruling Class/Elite

1. the Ruling Elite (RE) has privileged 
access to the key power centres of the 
state

2. the RE can use this power to its own 
advantage (exclude rivals, protect allies, 
garner benefits)

3. the RE uses state power to acquire 
benefits for itself such as wealth, status, & 
privilege, & to dispense benefits to its 
allies, clients, & favourites

[Obama meeting Rick Wagoner (General Motors)]

[Obama meeting Goldman Sachs executives]



RULING ELITE/CLASS
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Simplified Pyramid of State Power (A)
[Dr. David M. Hart, 5 July 2012]

PRODUCERS & TAXPAYERS

PARLIAMENT/CONGRESS

STATE FUNCTIONARIES MILITARY & POLICE

DEPENDENT CLASS

STATE PRIVILEGED PRODUCERS

Taxes Coercion
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Simplified Pyramid of State Power (B)
[Dr. David M. Hart, 5 July 2012]

PRODUCERS & TAXPAYERS

PARLIAMENT/CONGRESS

STATE FUNCTIONARIES MILITARY & POLICE

DEPENDENT CLASS

STATE PRIVILEGED PRODUCERS

Taxes Coercion

[Producers who only engage in 
voluntary production and exchange]

[Those producers who have monopolies, 
tariffs, subsidies, State contracts]

[Functionaries who run the State  
bureaucracies to collect & 

distribute plunder]

[Those who Plan & Organize Plunder]

[Those who receive Taxpayer funded 
benefits (may have been taxpayers]

[Central Pillars of State Power: 
money, ideology, coercion]

[Sovereign Power]

[Functionaries who run the Force 
Wielding Institutions





SOME OBSERVATIONS 
ABOUT

THE FUNCTIONARY & 
DEPENDENT CLASSES



The Size of the Functionary Class



The Size of the Dependent Class



The Size of the Producing Class 
(Income Tax Payers)



THE DYNAMICS OF THE 
GROWTH OF THE STATE 

& THE POLITICAL 
CONSEQUENCES



• There are “dynamic” processes at work which tend to increase the power of the 

State over time.

• They indicate an instability or problem which needs to be solved.

• When the vested interests of ruling elites are combined with an ideology which 

favours government intervention these dynamics produce greater government 

intervention in economy/society.

1.Dynamic of Increasing Class Conflict

2.Democratic Dynamic to Expand State Benefits to All

3.Dynamic of the Limit to State Plundering

4.Dynamic of the Higgsian Ratchet Effect of Crisis

5.The Misesian Interventionist Dynamic

6.The National Security Dynamic

The Dynamic of the Growth of  State Power & Class Rule I



The Dynamic: there is rivalry/antagonism between those who receive benefits from 

the State and those who pay for those benefits

• those who receive benefits wish to maintain or increase them, 

• some who receive no benefits wish to join those who do, &

• those who pay for them wish to reduce or eliminate them

The Political Problem:

• there is an increasing number of “Net Tax Receivers” (State functionaries, 

beneficiaries of subsidies, dependent class)

• growing burden on the “Net Tax Payers” (fewer tax payers, increasing rates)

• Increasingly bitter Conflict between these 2 classes - as resources become 

scarcer

• the Net Tax Receivers will fight harder to preserve their payments from the State

• the Net Tax Payers will fight harder to reduce their payments to the State

• politicians will support the group which will best serves their interests (re-election)

1. The Dynamic of  Increasing  Class Conflict



The Dynamic: Bastiat’s worry that in a democracy “everybody wants to live at the expence 

of everybody else”

• elected politicians gain & stay in power by pandering to these wishes

• this creates a built-in dynamic to expand State power, & increase debt & taxes

• creates a vested interest of State functionaries to service voters’ needs

• creates a vested interest of State Capitalists to lend money to fund State debt

• creates a vested interest of a dependent class which receives tax-funded benefits

The Political Problem: there are increasing demands of dependent class for benefits

• "baby boomer" generation entering retirement

• permanent "welfare class" has emerged since Great Society in 1960s

• socialist dream of universalising all government benefits (e.g. health care - 

"Obamacare")

2. Democratic Dynamic to Expand State Benefits to All



The Dynamic: The “Bastiat & the Malthusian Limit to Plundering” - plundering will 

continue to expand until all the resources available to the State are used up

• continue to expand if new sources of wealth are discovered

• will reduce its plundering when the plundered begin to resist and fight back (raise the 

costs of plundering)

The Political Problem: Bastiat's Malthusian Limits to Plundering are being approached

• the post-war economic boom has come to an end

• debt crisis in Europe and US to fund extravagant welfare state and/or military

• Keynesian "fiscal stimuli" reaching point of diminishing returns

• voter resistance to increased taxes & “austerity”

3. The Dynamic of the Limit to State Plundering



The Dynamic: periodic crises enable the political class to greatly increase size of 

government to solve the problem (clamour for govt “to do something”)

• internal crises - economic depression (1929, 2008), “terrorist” attack (9/11)

• external crises - war

• govt. responds to crisis with increased taxes, regulation, activity then reduces to 

some extent after crisis has passed - “ratchet effect” of steady growth of State

The Political Problem:

• 10 years of fear and panic of “terrorist attacks” in the US have led to 2-3 expensive 

wars paid largely by debt

• increased number of government agencies to gather and process intelligence

• creation of entire new govt. departments (TSA)

• economic crisis of 2008 - bailouts of banks, GM car company, etc.

4. The Dynamic of the Higgsian Ratchet Effect of Crisis



Robert Higgs, “The Ratchet Effect”



The Dynamic: all government interventions in the economy result in “unintended 

consequences” (e.g. price controls, minimum wages)

• original interventions leads to additional unforeseen problems which call for 

solution - either the original intervention must be revoked or additional govt. 

interventions must be enacted

• dynamic of interventionism - 20thC experience shows that States opt for latter 

approach, viz. steady growth in State regulation and power

The Political Problem:

• regulation expanding at steady rate (war on drugs, banking, environmental 

protection, "global warming", food and health (transfats))

• unintended bad consequences piling up (prison population, moral hazard, "green 

jobs" destroy jobs, etc)

5. The Misesian Interventionist Dynamic



The Dynamic: fear of invasion or attack by foreign enemy has been a common 

justification by the State for its “raison d’être” (reason for existence)

• repeatedly used to deflect criticism of its activity & justify secrecy

• WW1 and WW2 classic examples of need for citizens to make sacrifices in national 

interest

• need to “suspend” normal legal and moral rules of conduct

The Political Problem:

• increasing violation of personal rights (privacy of telephone calls, email, searching at 

airports)

• suspension of ban on torture for interrogating prisoners, & habeas corpus for trial 

and imprisonment

• presidential killing/assassination squad operating out of White House

• PATRIOT Act and ilk on books waiting to be used

• continuing undeclared wars (Yemen, Syria, Iran)

6. The National Security Dynamic



Will Atlas ever shrug?
[Ayn Rand, Atlas Shrugged (1957)]



THE END


